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1. INTRODUCTION 

For many socially living species the face 

serves as a rich source of information [1]. It 

can provide information about age, gender, 

attractiveness and the point of attention. 

Besides this vast amount of references, the face 

also conveys information about emotions [2]. 

The ability to perceive and process this  

information  can  be  of  great  functional  

significance,  especially  in  the  contexts  of  

threat  or reproduction  [1,2].  There  is  

evidence  that  the  ability  to  recognize  the  

emotional  expressions  of conspecifics has a 

positive effect on the individual’s fitness [3,4]. In 

addition, it has been shown recently that 

appropriate response to the emotional status of 

heterospecific individuals could provide similar 

functional value [5–7]. 

The ability to categorize and adaptively react 

to emotional expressions is accompanied by 

specific neurophysiological processes, for 

example the activation of the limbic system via 
the stimulation of the amygdala [8]. The 

measurement of such processes in nonhuman 

animals is of great value not only for the 
scientific endeavor to understand if and to 

what extent animals can perceive and react to 

others’ emotions, but also for the society which 
is increasingly interested to know the cognitive 

abilities of animals that live in close relation to 

us, i.e. pets or livestock. A species with 

particular social and economic value is the dog. 
A better understanding of its cognitive abilities 

and emotional states is necessary for ensuring 

functional human-dog bonds. Unsurprisingly, 
researchers have investigated not only 

conspecific (dog-dog) but also heterospecific 
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(dog-human) communication and interaction. It 

has been hypothesized that dogs have 
developed specialized skills for decoding 

human communicative cues as a result of a long 

domestication process [9, 10]. Indeed, support 
for this hypothesis comes from several recent 

studies. For example, dogs are very sensitive 

towards human communicative signals such as 
hand gestures and gazing [11]. Dogs are also 

capable of visually discriminating human faces 

by exploiting both local and global features [12, 

13]. 

Emotional expressions convey both local and 

global information. A recent study showed that 

pet dogs use this information in order to 
categorize human facial emotions. The dogs not 

only learned to discriminate half faces – either 

the lower or the upper semiface – on the basis 
of the shown emotion (happy vs angry), but 

demonstrated successful transfer to the other, 

not previously shown semiface of either 

familiar or unfamiliar people [14]. The authors 
concluded that the dogs retrieved their 

memories about human facial expressions, 

which they supposedly collected during their 
individual life and therefore dependent on 

individual experience. This conclusion was 

supported by data collected in an eye-tracking 

study, in which dogs with different rearing and 
housing histories (pet and lab dogs) showed 

distinct looking preferences when confronted 

with human emotional expressions [15]. These 
differences most likely occurred because pet 

dogs had ample opportunities to watch the 

behavior and expressions of their human 
housemates, while the lab dogs had been kept in 

small groups in outdoor enclosures and had 

limited contact to humans. Another recent study 

revealed that the discrimination of human facial 
expressions is not simply a perceptual 

phenomenon but is rather based on a multi-

modal representation of human emotions [16]. 
Indirect support for such advanced 

representations comes from cumulative 

evidence of a left gaze bias, suggesting a 
human-like right-hemispheric dominance when 

processing emotive stimuli [15, 17]. It is likely 

that such representations of the emotional 

expressions of humans are involved in 
contagious behavior and the ability for a 

rudimentary form of empathy towards humans 

and conspecifics [18–24]. 

Despite  converging  evidence  from  dogs’  

perception  of  human  emotional  expressions  

and  their  contagious response to them, solid 

data about physiological correlates of these 

processes in dogs are still lacking. The prime 

candidate of these physiological correlates is 
the autonomous system. It is under influence of 

the limbic system, of which parts are activated 

when the organism is confronted with 
emotional stimuli [25]. Responses of the 

autonomic nervous system to emotional states 

can be observed in changes of the heart rate, 
blood pressure and breathing and they are 

accompanied by behavioral responses that come 

along with the emotional state [26–30]. It is 

presumed that emotions prepare the organism 
for different actions such as fight and flight via 

an activation of the sympathicus, or rest and 

digest via activation of the parasympathicus 
[31, 32]. 

From human studies, it is known that responses 

of the autonomous nervous system differ 
depending on the experienced emotion. While 

neutral facial expressions induce very little 

change in the heart rate, joy and sadness induce 

some, and anger very strong accelerations [33]. 
It has been argued that the heart rate 

deceleration during the perception of sad 

expression is associated with conservation 
withdrawal, a basic survival mechanism 

opposite to fight and flight responses serving to 

preserve energy [34, 35]. 

Physiological responses to face stimuli of 

conspecifics or humans have been investigated 

in a few animal species. In sheep, for instance, 

the sight of conspecific faces during social 

isolation has strong stress- dampening effects, 

such as reduced activity and protest 

vocalizations, heart rate, and concentrations of 

the adrenal hormones cortisol and adrenaline in 

comparison to pre-isolation levels [36]. A 

recent study investigated  the  responses  of  

horses  to  the  presentation  of  pictures  of  

human  emotional  facial expressions [7]. The 

horses’ heart rates rose significantly faster 

when exposed to angry compared with happy 

faces. Some data about heart rate changes to 

emotional signals are also available for dogs, 

but the stimuli were taken from conspecifics 

and from the tail rather than their faces [37] or 

were direct measurements of dogs’ emotional 

states but not their reactions towards humans 

emotions [38, 39]. 

This study investigated the dog’s cardiac 
responses to human emotional expressions. 

Beside the effects of different emotions of 

humans indicated by their facial expressions we 
were interested in the effect of familiarity with 

the senders of those signals. In addition to the 
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heart rate measurements we examined the 

looking behavior of these dogs using an eye-
tracking device [15], therefore the subjects were 

positioned with their head on a chin rest in front 

of the face stimuli. With this nearly motionless 
positioning during stimulus presentation we 

could control for inadvertent effects of motion 

and viewing differences. In contrast to most 
published studies we showed the dogs four 

instead of only two different facial expressions. 

This was done to test the occurrence of a graded 

response as proposed by the arousal- valence 
model [40]. According to this model we 

predicted an increase in the strength of the 

cardiac response from looking at neutral (low 
valence and low arousal) over sad (intermediate 

valence and low arousal) and happy (high 

valence and intermediate arousal) to angry 
faces (high valence and therefore high arousal). 

Additionally, we expected differences between 

familiar and unfamiliar faces with unfamiliar 

faces eliciting higher heart rates compared to 
familiar faces, as these faces were unknown and 

therefore needed subsequent evaluation. To 

evaluate the influence of individually acquired 
expertise for human faces and emotions we 

compared pet dogs that lived for several years 

in human households and laboratory beagles 

that lived with conspecifics in enclosures at the 
University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna. We 

predicted that the laboratory dogs, in 

comparison to pet dogs, would show less 
pronounced differences in their heart rate 

responses towards different emotional 

expressions, as these dogs have much less 
experience with human emotions and 

consequently lack concrete expectations 

towards such expressions. 

2. METHODS 

All experimental procedures were discussed 

and approved by the institutional ethics and 

animal welfare committee in accordance with 
GPS guidelines and national legislation at the 

University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna 

(approval number: 09/08/97/2012). 

2.1. Subjects 

Seven privately owned dogs (P1-P7) 

participated in the study. These dogs were of 

various breeds and age ranged between 1-6 
years (mean=2.43 years, see Table 1). 

Additionally, five ―laboratory‖ beagles (L1-

L5), aged 1-4 years, participated in the study 

(mean 2.4 years, see Table 1). These dogs were 
housed in a pack of 13 dogs on the campus of 

the University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna. 

Table1. List of participating dogs 

Dog 

ID(a) 

Breed Age(b) Sex(c) Status Valid 

Sessions 

P1 Australian 

Kelpie 

1 m neutered 3 

P2 Australian 

Shepherd 

3 m Intact 3 

P3 Border 

Collie 

1 m Intact 5 

P4 German 

Shepherd 

6 f neutered 4 

P5 Hungarian 

Viszla 

3 m neutered 4 

P6 Mongrel 

(Mudi- Schn 

auzer-Mix) 

2 f neutered 4 

P7 Puli 1 f intact 5 

L1 Beagle 3 m neutered 4 

L2 Beagle 4 m neutered 3 

L3 Beagle 1 m neutered 4 

L4 Beagle 1 m neutered 3 

L5 Beagle 3 m neutered 4 

Footnotes: 

(a) P = pet dog, L= lab dog 

(b) Age in years 

(c) m= male, f= female 

2.2. Experimental Room and Device 

The experiments were conducted in the eye-

tracker room of the Clever Dog Lab at the 
University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna. 

This room was divided by a wall, consisting of 

a projection screen (200 x 200 cm) and two 

doors, into two compartments; a small utility 
room (149 x 356 cm) housing the computer 

system operating the eye tracker (Eyelink 1000, 

SR Research, Ontario, Canada) and a video 
projector (NEC M300XS, NEC Display 

Solutions, United States), and a larger room 

(588 x 356 cm) with the chin rest device and 

the eye tracker camera plus LED screen (see 
Fig. 1; details about the eye- tracking system in 

Barber et al. 2016). 

The dogs were trained to stand on a wooden 

platform and to put their chin centrally on a 

customized v- shaped pillow, the chin rest. The 

chin rest was mounted on a frame of aluminum 

bars to allow vertical adjustment to the height 

of the individual dog and placed at a distance of 

2 m from the projection screen (see Fig. 1). The 

owner of the pet dogs and the experimenter 

who brought the lab dogs were seated in the 

back end of the room during the experimental 

procedure and were instructed to keep 

interaction with the dog at minimum. 
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As a heart rate monitor we used the Polar® 

RS800CX (Polar Electro GmBH, Oy, Finland), 
a telemetric and portable measuring system 

comprised of a wearable chest-belt which 

includes sensors and transmitters (WearLink 
and Sender W.I.N.D) that transmit heart beat 

recordings with a frequency of 1000Hz to the 

trainings computer. To guarantee optimal 
recordings, dogs´ fur and skin and also the 

chest-belt  were  moisturized  and  lubricated  

with  customary ultrasound-gel  (Geilo  GmBH,  

Ahaus, Germany).   In order to correlate 
changes in the heart rate with the actual stimuli 

presentation, we videotaped the experiments 

with two additional cameras (JVC Everio G – 
GZ MG 750, Yokohama, Japan). One camera 

was in the front of the chin rest, filming the 

dogs´ head. The second camera was placed 
behind the chin rest, filming the back of the dog 

and the projection screen and hence recording 

the onset of the stimulus presentation. Both 

cameras were synchronized every session for 
the exact time with the eye tracking computer 

and the Polar® monitor. 

 

Figure1. The experimental set up. Left: view from 

the rear of the room with prospect on the chin rest 

and the projection screen. Right: front view on the 

chin rest with prospect on the eye tracker 

2.3. Stimuli 

Stimulation of the dog consisted of its owner's 

and an unfamiliar person's faces expressing four 

different emotions: neutral, happy, angry and 
sad. All portrayed humans were female. As the 

familiar face for the laboratory beagles we used 

the picture of one of us (DR), who had trained 

the beagles for the experimental procedure prior 
to the experiment. Photographs were taken by 

AB in a standardized setup using a Canon EOS 

6D (Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and studio flash 
lights (Walimex Pro Studioset VC- 200/200, 

WALSER GmbHCo. KG, Burgheim, Germany) 

in front of a white background. The size of the 

portraits when back-projected onto the 

projection screen (size projection area: 110 x 80 
cm) was approximately 400 x 300 mm. 

Stimulus sets were compiled individually for 

each dog.  Unfamiliar owners were assigned 
semi- randomly to the stimuli sets but owners 

that differed strongly by their appearance (e.g. 

red hair and grey hair) and age where not 
assigned to the stimulus set of the same dog. 

Each stimulus set consisted of eight different 

images (familiar: happy, angry, neutral, sad; 

unfamiliar: angry, happy, neutral, sad) and each 
image was presented twice during each session. 

2.4. Procedure 

Prior to the experiment, the dogs were trained 
on the chin-rest device for the experimental 

procedure. Training lasted between two and six 

months. We used operant conditioning with 
positive reinforcement (food rewards) and a 

clicker as a secondary reinforcement. Dogs 

were, depending on availability, trained once to 

twice a week, until they could rest with their 
snout motionless on the chin rest for at least 30 

seconds. For a detailed overview of the training 

procedure see Barber et al. (2016). In the last 
five training sessions, the dogs were 

additionally habituated to the acquisition of the 

polar belt, including wetting of the fur. 

Throughout the whole procedure, the dogs were 
never restrained or forced to perform in the 

task. 

The dogs were tested in five sessions, one per 
week. At the beginning of a test session the dog 

could explore the room for 5 min. Then the fur 

and chest belt were moistened and the chest-
belt strapped on the dog with the sensors placed 

on the cranial part of the thorax, shortly caudal 

to the elbows. Thereafter, the eye tracking 

system was calibrated with the procedure 
explained in Barber et al. (2016). Subsequent to 

the calibration the dogs obtained a test session. 

A test consisted of four stimulus blocks, from 
which two were comprised of happy and neutral 

and the other two of angry and sad facial 

expressions. The order of blocks within a test 
was randomized. A block consisted of four 

trials, in which two faces from the familiar and 

two faces from the unfamiliar person presented. 

The order of trials within the block was 
randomized. An attention grabber (small 

animated video) was presented before every 

trial. The eye-tracking computer was program- 
med to present a trial for five seconds or until 

the dog had been looking at the presented 
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stimulus for at least two seconds. After the end 

of each block, a neutral and pre-trained 
geometric figure (square or triangle) was 

presented as a release signal. Following this 

signal, the dog received a food reward and 
could leave the chin rest. Depending on the 

dog´s motivation and concentration a pause of 

one to three minutes was made before the dog 
was asked to reposition itself in the chin rest. 

During this pause, the dog could move freely in 

the room or rest. 

2.5. Data Analysis 

A dog’s heart rate was measured as beats per 

minute (bpm). With the Polar® system we 

obtained up to three values per second. We 

defined on- and offset of a trial on the basis of 

the video recordings and the eye tracking data. 

To be included in the analyses, data had to fulfil 

the following criteria: First, the dog had to be 

attentive during the whole trial, not leaving the 

chin rest and looking at least once into the face 

area of the stimulus. Second, to keep a session 

the dog had to look at least once into faces of 

both emotional conditions (positive (happy & 

neutral) and negative (angry & sad)). The 

whole dataset of a dog was excluded if there 

were less than three valid sessions. Special care 

was taken to detect and exclude artefacts. 

Artefacts were defined as extreme values lower 

than 30 or higher than 250 bpm. It has been 

shown recently that uncorrected Polar® data 

show excellent accordance to ECG data [41]. 

Even though there are algorithms to correct dog 

heart rate data [42], it is still difficult to 

disentangle other artefacts than extreme values 

(i.e. interposed extra-systoles, compensated 

extra-systoles or phase- shifted extra-systoles) 

without a direct comparison to a ECG 

measurement [43,44]. Error analysis is 

therefore dependent on the experience of the 

researcher and remains nevertheless subjective. 

For this reason, only extreme values were 

excluded from the data set and affected data 

points were deleted instead of interpolated. 

Following the protocol of Mulder (1992), the 

summed artefact time of the heart rate data had 

to be lower than 5% to keep the session for 

analysis [45]. 

Statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS 

20 (IBM, New York, USA). Linear mixed 

effect models (LMM) were used to analyse 
heart rate. All models included emotion (happy, 

angry, neutral, sad), familiarity (familiar, 

unfamiliar) and dog type (pet dog, lab dog) as 
well as two-way interactions between them, as 

fixed effects. Where 2-way interactions turned 

out significant, the dataset was split to explore 
the nature of the interaction. Dog type (pet or 

lab dog) and session number nested within dog 

type were included as random factors in all 
models. Model reduction was done backwards 

based on Akaike´s information criterion (AIC). 

Factors were assumed to be significant with a 
significance level of p<0.05. 

3. RESULTS 

The final dataset included data from 7 pet dogs 

(4 male and 3 female) with a total of 28 
sessions and 19102 data points and 5 lab dogs 

(all male) with a total of 18 sessions and 18891 

data points. This accounts for 76% of the 
original data set. Mean heart rate over the 

whole experiment was 107.66 +/-0.24 bmp 

(mean +/- SE) in the pet dogs but only 98.89 +/- 

0.22 bpm in the lab dogs. This difference was 
significant (GLMM F1, 12329=237.01, p<0.00 

1). 

There was neither a significant influence of the 
familiarity (F1, 12329=2.72, p=0.09) nor of the 

emotion (F1,12329=0.762, p=0.52) of the 

human faces on the heart rate. However, we 

found a significant interaction between dog 
type and emotion (F1,12329=12.94, p<0.001) 

with the pet dogs showing the highest heart rate 

for angry and lowest for sad expressions and 
vice versa for lab dogs (see Fig. 2). As there 

was a significant difference between the two 

dog types, both datasets were subsequently 
examined separately. 

 

Fig2. Mean heart rate of pet (blue) and lab (green) 

dog measured during the presentation of faces in 

four emotions 

For the pet dogs, there was a significant 
influence of the emotion (F3, 7254=6.0, 

p<0.001, see Fig. 2) but not the familiarity (F1, 
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7254=0.004, p=0.9, see Fig. 3) on the heart rate. 

Additionally, there was a significant interaction 
between the familiarity and the emotion 

(F3,7354=7.3, p<0.001) with a significant 

influence of the familiarity for neutral 
(familiar>unfamiliar) and happy (familiar< 

unfamiliar) faces but not for angry and sad 

faces (happy: F1,1855=4.6, p=0.03, neutral: 
F1,2028=14.9, p<0.001, angry: F1,1553=1.2, 

p=0.3, sad: F1,1819=0.45, p=0.5). For the lab 

dogs, there was a significant influence of the 

emotion (F3, 5071=5.9, p<0.001, see Fig. 2) 
and the familiarity (F1,5071=6.8, p=0.009, see 

Fig. 3). Additionally, there was a significant 

interaction between the familiarity and the 
emotion (F1,5068=9.3, p<0.001) with a 

significant influence of the familiarity for all 

emotional conditions (angry & sad: familiar> 
unfamiliar; neutral: familiar<unfamiliar)  

except happy faces (happy: F1,1295=0.04, 

p=0.8, neutral: F1,1458=8.6, p=0.003, angry: 

F1,1291=20.3, p<0.001, sad: F1,1027=9.4, 
p=0.002). 

 

Fig3. Mean heart rate for familiar and unfamiliar 

faces measured in the group of pet and lab dogs 

4. DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study was to examine the 
cardiac responses of domestic dogs upon seeing 

emotional humans in a highly-controlled 

setting. Rather than confronting free-moving 
dogs with people, we trained them to stand still 

with the head put on a chin rest and to watch 

sequences of pictures showing human faces in 
four different expressions (happy, neutral, 

angry and sad). The dogs did indeed show 

differences in the heart rate when being 

confronted with human facial expressions, but 
interestingly in a completely different manner 

in the two dog types. 

4.1. Influence of the Emotional Expression on 

the Heart Rate 

We found strong differences of the heart rates 

between the pet and the lab dogs. The basic 

difference of the heart rate, with pet dogs 
having higher heart rates than the lab dogs, can 

be explained either by breed differences or the 

lab dogs prior experience with laboratory 
settings resulting in lower arousal during the 

laboratory stay compared to the pet dogs. Still, 

the influence of the emotion of the human faces 

on the dogs’ cardiac response went into the 
opposite direction in both dog types. The heart 

rate differences were already visible when the 

two dog types were confronted with neutral 
faces, more pronounced with happy faces, but 

became large with angry faces. In the pet dogs 

angry expressions elicited the highest heart rate, 
which is also expected from the literature 

[33,34,40] and can be explained by an adaptive 

reaction to a fearful stimulus provoking arousal 

and therefore acceleration of heart rate due to 
the activation of the sympathetic system. 

Interestingly, sad expressions elicited lower 

heart rate than neutral expressions. This is in 
conflict to experiments with humans, which 

have shown that neutral expressions provoke 

little changes in heart rate responses [33]. There 

are several explanations for this fact: There 
have been studies showing that neutral 

expressions are not perceived as neutral but 

slightly negative [46]. Neutral expressions are 
therefore perceived negatively and/or 

ambivalent and for this reason the heart rate 

response is higher than expected. Interestingly, 
sad expressions elicited low heart rates even 

though it has been shown that dogs react with 

arousal to crying humans in true-to-life settings 

[20]. Also it has been shown that dogs´ cortisol 
levels, a measure of distress, are increased upon 

hearing human infant crying [24]. Even though 

an audio-visual stimulus like crying is a much 
stronger stimulus than a static picture, the result 

of a reduced heart rate response upon seeing 

pictures of sad expressions could be explained 
by emotional contagion or forms of empathic-

like responses. It has been described that the 

state of sadness involves conservation-

withdrawal or passive coping which is 
accompanied by inactivity, energy conservation 

and withdrawal from the environment and 

therefore characterized by an enhanced 
parasympathetic activity causing the heart rate 

to decelerate [34]. Hence, the low heart rate in 

pet dogs might be a direct result of seeing a sad 

expression of another individual. 
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In the group of the pet dogs the measured heart 

rate responses towards the emotional 

expressions are (with the exception of neutral 

faces) in line with the arousal-valence model 

(i.e. angry>happy>sad/neutral [40]). The 

cardiac responses of the lab dogs, in contrast, 

differed strongly from our expectations. Even 

though the primary expectation was that the lab 

dogs´ cardiac responses would be due to their 

poor experiences with human emotions less 

pronounced between the emotions than in the 

pet dogs, the experiment revealed a similarly 

strong effect of the human emotional 

expressions in both groups of dogs. However, 

the lab dogs’ cardiac responses were reversed in 

comparison to the pet dogs, i.e. angry faces 

elicited the lowest heart rate and sad faces the 

highest heart rate. Most surprising was that 

angry expressions elicit the lowest heart rate in 

the lab dogs. The arousal- valence model [40] 

proposes that anger is an emotion that elicits 

high arousal and valence. A possible 

explanation would be that in lab dogs, like in 

pet dogs, angry facial expressions are perceived 

as threat and dogs undergo the defense cascade 

[47, 48]. According to the defense cascade 

model an individual undergoes cardiac 

deceleration when still being in early stages of 

the defense. Such a phase is initially 

characterized by a phase of freezing and/or 

tonic immobility resulting in increased attention 

and decreased heart rates in the first instance 

which are subsequently followed by active 

defense reflexes, accompanied by a further 

activation of the parasympathetic system and 

consequently by e.g. an increase of the of heart 

rate [47–50]. The difference between the heart 

rates of pet and lab dogs with respect to their 

response to angry faces might be explained by 

their experience: Pet dogs have plenty of 

experience with human facial expressions and 

might be able to process such expressions faster 

than lab dogs. Therefore, they are faster in their 

reaction towards such expressions and react 

upon such faces with an acceleration of the 

heart rate – they are already prepared for a fight 

and flight reaction upon the threat. On the 

opposite, lab dogs may need first to evaluate the 

facial expression and are still in the beginning 

of the fight and flight cascade, resulting in a 

deceleration of the heart rate – they are in a 

state of tonic immobility and increased 

attention. However, further investigation with 

prolonged stimulus presentation and heart rate 

measurements of lab and pet dogs are necessary 

to confirm this hypothesis. 

It is also interesting that the heart rates of the 

lab dogs were higher when presented with 

neutral and sad expressions than when 

presented with angry and happy faces. Perhaps 

due to their lack of experience, lab dogs may 

perceive these expressions as ambiguous (c.f. 

[41]). Due to the need for further evaluation of 

such facial expressions, the dog gets aroused 

and the heart rate is accelerated. In any case, 

further investigations are needed to prove if the 

large differences between pet and lab dogs are a 

result of their different social environment, 

which in lab dogs consists mainly of 

conspecifics but in pet dogs of humans. 

4.2. Influence of the Familiarity of the Heart 

Rate 

Concerning the familiarity of the face, we 

collected barely less remarkable findings. 

While the pet dogs did not show an influence 

by the familiarity, the lab dogs did. The absence 

of a familiarity effect has also been previously 

shown for the processing of facial expressions 

[14] and could be again explained by the fact 

that these dogs are much more experienced with 

human emotions so that familiar and unfamiliar 

emotional expressions are triggering the same 

cardiac response. It is, however, less straight 

forward to explain why in the lab dogs’ familiar 

faces provoked higher heart rate/arousal than 

unfamiliar faces. As our lab dogs are living in 

groups of dogs at the campus of the University 

of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, they have 

limited contact to humans, which is restricted to 

feeding and cleaning of the animal keepers, 

irregular contact with students and veterinarians 

for practice and contact to humans or other 

dogs at the fences of their enclosure. The lab 

dogs therefore had few opportunities to collect 

associations with different emotions presented 

by unfamiliar faces. However, in the course of 

these experiments, the dogs were intensively 

trained by the experimenter and had the 

opportunity to collect various experiences with 

her facial expressions. Additionally, the dogs 

were able to form multiple associations 

between the experimenter and the training 

situations, all of which were based on positive 

reinforcement. For this reason, the face of the 

experimenter, which was used as the familiar 

face, might have been of higher significance for 

the dog and consequently provoked more 

arousal. However, further investigations using 

both dog types and different levels of 

familiarity in combination to familiar and 
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unfamiliar expressions of con- and 

heterospecific faces are needed to clarify this 

result. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study demonstrates that the physiology of 

pet and lab dogs is influenced by seeing static 

pictures of human facial expressions. There are 
strong differences between the pet and lab dogs 

suggesting that the social environment of the 

dog plays an important role respectively in their 

cardiac response. These results provide the first 
solid evidence for physiological reactions 

towards human facial expressions in dogs and 

should raise the awareness of the importance of 
emotional cues for non-human animals even in 

heterospecific contexts. Furthermore, by 

demonstrating how sensitive dogs are towards 
our facial expressions, these results have 

significant implications for human-dog 

relationships, as they call for special care not 

only in how we treat them, but also in how we 
look at them. 
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